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Exam Measure and Probability (191570401)
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This exam consists of 7 problems

1. Let í) be a non-empty set.

a. Define what is meant by a o-field of subsets of í).

b. Let Fbea o-field of subsets of 0 and let B e Q. Show thatg: {Ae F:
A g B or B" g A\ is a o-field.

c. Let -f , Í-l ---+ IR be a function and let F be a o-field. What does it mean to

say that t is F-measurable?

d. Let F and I be as in b, and let / : Cl -+ IR be an f-measurable function.

Under what conditions will Í be fi-measurable?

2. Let ft be a non-empty set, .F a o-Íield of subsets of fl, and P a [-m, m]-valued

function on f. When do we call p

a. an outer measure?

b. a measure?

c. a probability measure?

3. Consider the measure space (lR,M,rn).

a. State the dominated convergence theorem.

b. lnvestigate the convergence as n --» m of

r'oo í
Its-
Jo 0 + n2)w--'

(Hint: Split the range of integration.)

4. Consider the probability space ([0,1], Mp,r1,rnto,rl). Find Fx, the distribution

function, and E(X), the expectation of

a. the random variable X, given by X(ar) :3u - 2,

b. the random variable X given by X(o) : min(r.r, 1 - r).



5. Let (fu,'Ft,pi) and (Qr, Fr, pr) be two measure spaces, and let "f ' Or x f,)2 ---+ IR

be a measurable function on the product space (ft, x dlz,frx Fz,nx pz).

a. (This is Fubini's Theorem.) Under which condition do we have

l*,(1.,, o*) dt, : 
1,,(1,,v 

ap,) ap,t

b. Use Fubini's Theorem to show that for any distribution function F and any

real numbera>0
r
I @@ + a) - F(r))dr: a.

Jm

6. Let (CI,.F) be a measurable space and let p and z be finite measures on (O,-F).

a. What is meant by u K. 1t (u is absolutely continuous with respect to p,)?

b. What does the Radon-Nikodym Theorem say about the relation between p, and

uifu<p,?
c. Give the Radon- Nikodym derivative ffi if u ( p and l) is finite.

7. Consider the probability space ([0, 1), Mp,r1trn1o,r;) and, for n:1,2,.. . , set

I o ir oíc.,.ï-*
x^(r):\ n if *-*.<a<f,

[* ir ï<,<t.
a. Find the distribution function F*(r) of Xn.

b. Which of the following statements are true? (Justify your answers).

(i) )í" ---+ 0 in probability.

(ii) X" -+ 0 weakly.

(iii) X" -+ 0 almost surely.

(ir) X" --+ 0 pointwise.

(r) )(" ---+ 0 in .Ll-norm.

(vii) X" ---+ 0 uniformly.
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